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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Warringah Council has prepared this Plan of Management in accordance with provisions in 
the Local Government Act 1993 for community lands and the Crown Lands Act 1989 for 
reserved Crown lands. The cost of preparing the DPOM is estimated to be $25,000. Various 
Council staff contributions are estimated to be in the order of 100 hours over 2005/6 with 
additional time subsequently applied to amendments and additional consultation throughout 
2007, including revisions to accommodate planned improvements to Freshwater Village. 

The plan provides a framework for managing the lands described in Table 1 below, and 
includes the Literary Institute, the Early Childhood Health Centre and adjacent Community 
Lands at Freshwater. (Refer Figure 1). Council’s Section 94 Plan E2 - Children’s Services, 
identifies that an Occasional Care Centre and Community Facilities are appropriate for the 
Early Childhood Health Centre site. The recent Freshwater Village Revitalisation Master Plan 
includes lands covered by this Plan and the key elements of the Master Plan, which apply to 
the Community Land, have been incorporated in this Plan to allow the proposed works. This 
Plan provides among other things a management direction for the provision of Occasional 
Care Centre/ community facilities, and associated works to improve car parking and public 
amenity. 

The plan takes a values-based approach to land planning and management, utilising the key 
values, role and purpose identified in consultation with the community. 

The Plan of Management identifies the categorisation of all parcels of Community Land 
covered by the Plan (Figure 5). Under the Crown Lands Act 1989, reserved Crown land is 
not categorised, and acceptable uses and activities are determined by the public purpose for 
the reserve. 

The Action Plan (Section 5) identifies all proposed works and priorities 

The Actions Table identifies proposed works, including: 

• A new building housing an Occasional Care Centre and/or community facilities; 

• A new, one-way, vehicle link between the Lawrence Street and Oliver Street car parks, 
with improved safety and traffic management measures at the entrance to the Oliver 
Street car park. 

• The pedestrian link from Lawrence Street to the Oliver Street car park upgraded with 
improved lighting and landscape works as part of the roadway development; and 

• Use of native landscaping associated with all new works, and especially along the 
redeveloped public access way. 

This Plan, under Section 112 of the Crown Lands Act, authorises an additional purpose of 
“occasional care centre and community uses” for Lot 2, DP 864459 (the ECHC site). 

Table 3 outlines the uses allowed by the Plan, and any conditions that apply when granting a 
lease, licence or other estate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

What is a Plan of Management? 
A Plan of Management (POM) provides the framework for managing public lands. In general 
there are two types of plans prepared by Council: plans that cover a single area, or plans that 
cover several areas. Those that cover one area of land are generally referred to as specific 
area Plans of Management. Warringah Council has designated the Harbord Literary Institute 
and Early Childhood Healthcare Centre (ECHC) Plan of Management as a Specific Area 
Plan of Management.  

Under the Local Government Act 1993 it is a general requirement for Council to prepare 
plans of management for all land classified as “Community Land”. This classification means 
that the land is owned by Council and is managed for use by the community. Under section 
112 of the Crown Lands Act 1989 a reserve trust may, with the Minister for Lands’ consent, 
or if the Minister so directs, prepare a draft plan of management for a crown reserve. This 
Plan of Management complies with the requirements of the Crown Lands Act 1989 for the 
Crown lands within the subject area. 
 
What are the aims of this Plan? 
This Plan of Management aims to provide a clear, concise and practical framework for the 
management of Community Land and Crown land within the plan area (refer Figure1). The 
plan will be performance oriented in order to contribute towards Council achieving its 
strategic goals, vision, and strategic outcomes. As a means of achieving these aims, the plan 
uses a values-based approach to land planning and management to ensure the longer-term 
objectives of sustainable management. 

In preparing a plan of management for a Crown reserve it is essential that the public 
purpose(s) be identified and used as a basis for planning and management. The Department 
of Lands management philosophy directly relates to the Crown Lands Act 1989; Section 10, 
Objects of the Act and Section 11, Principles of Crown land management. These objects and 
principles affect all aspects of the department’s activities, including the preparation of Plans 
of Management. 

The primary purpose of this plan is to provide the community, users, and Warringah Council 
with a clear direction on the future use and management of the Literary Institute and ECHC 
lands and buildings. 

In accordance with Council’s broader goals and objectives, the Plan aims to provide the 
following strategic outcomes for the subject lands: 

• Identify and assess the land’s values and uses; 

• Define the land’s role within the Local Government Area; 

• Identify and assess key issues affecting the lands and buildings; 

• Develop an understanding of the land’s importance at an organisational level; 

• Set a vision for the lands spanning approximately the next 10 years; 

• Establish management strategies and their resource implications; 

• Assign directions and priorities in a strategic plan (approximately 5 years); and  

• Provide for the future development and use of the lands. 

 

 



The objectives are: 

• To protect and enhance the community values for the subject lands and buildings. 

• To provide for ongoing use of the lands and buildings for a range of community uses, 
ensuring that potential uses meet the needs of the local community. 

• To preserve the heritage values of the existing buildings and ensure they are used in 
accordance with those values. 

• To provide a framework for future development to meet the need for additional 
childcare services, as well as a range of community needs. 

Appendix 1 provides further detail on how this Plan of Management relates to other strategic 
and operational plans of Council.   
 

Background/ History Location & Area Description 
This Plan of Management provides the framework for managing the lands of the Literary 
Institute, the Early Childhood Health Centre (ECHC) and adjacent Community Lands at 
Freshwater. The properties are located at the intersection of Oliver Street and Lawrence 
Street. Lot 374 (the Literary Institute building) is located on the northeastern corner of this 
intersection. Lot 2, (the ECHC) is located immediately to the east of Lot 374 on Lawrence 
Street. The land slopes generally down from west to east, and also from south to north. The 
general layout of the lands is illustrated at Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Community and Crown Lands included in the Harbord Literary Institute and 
Early Childhood Health Centre Plan of Management. 

 

 
Lands to which this Plan of Management applies. 

This Plan of Management applies to eleven parcels of land either owned by Council in 
freehold or Crown Land managed by Council as Trustee, or under devolved management to 
council, and another parcel of Crown land dedicated as Public Lane. 
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Table 1 Lands to which plan of management applies. 
Lot and DP Owner and Status /use Management 

Lot 374 DP 752038 Warringah Council Community land;  Warringah Council 

Lot 2 DP 517620 Warringah Council Community land; 

car park 

Warringah Council 

Lot 3 DP 864459 Warringah Council  

Unformed roadway 

Warringah Council 

Lot 4, DP 864459 Warringah Council.  

Unformed roadway 

Warringah Council 

Lot 1, DP 580780 Warringah Council Community land;  

car park 

Warringah Council 

Lot 1, DP 581226 Warringah Council Community land;  

car park 

Warringah Council 

Lot 1, DP 539445 Warringah Council Community land;  

car park 

Warringah Council 

Lot 1, DP 539444 Warringah Council Community land;  

car park 

Warringah Council 

Lot 201, DP 579893 Warringah Council Community land.  

car park 

Warringah Council 

Public road Council roadway Warringah Council 

Lot A, DP 752038 State of NSW; Reserved for car park Warringah Council 

Lot 2 DP 864459 State of NSW 

Dedicated for Baby Clinic  

Warringah Council 

 



Figure 2 Community and Crown Land 

 

 
                                                   Crown land 

                                                   Community land 

 

1 Lot 2, DP 864459, Lawrence Street Freshwater.  

This land was dedicated 14th January 1949 for Baby Clinic and is a reserve pursuant to Part 
5, Crown Lands Act, 1989. A grant in trust (Vol 6080, Fol 56) was subsequently issued to 
Council in 1950. According to records available to the Crown Lands Office, there is no 
evidence to suggest that this land was conveyed or vested in Council in any way other than 
as trustee. The grant includes a defeasance clause that provides that the land reverts to the 
Crown if it is no longer used for the dedicated purpose. Provision exists pursuant to Section 
112A, Crown Lands Act, 1989 for the Minister for Lands to declare that a reserve may be 
used for additional purposes. The Plan authorises an additional purpose of “occasional care 
and community uses”, outlined Appendix 2. 

This parcel has a total area of 702 square metres. The site includes the Harbord Early 
Childhood Health Centre (ECHC), a single storey brick building that was originally 
constructed as a fire station (see Figure 3) and is a local heritage item under Warringah LEP 
2000. The building is located close to the front (southern) boundary of the land and has a 
footprint of approximately 170 square metres. Public toilets are located at the rear of the 
building and are accessible externally from the laneway to the east of the land. An unfenced 
rear yard contains a large tree near the western boundary and an open lawn area. 
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Figure 3  Harbord Early Childhood Health Centre 

 

 

2 Lot 374, DP 752038, Lawrence Street, Freshwater.  

This is freehold land registered in the name of Council. This land was dedicated 28th July 
1915 for a Literary Institute. A grant in trust (Vol 2830, Fol 50) was subsequently issued to 
individual private trustees in 1918. The land was then transferred by the trustees to Council 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 357A, Local Government Act, 1919, in 1960 (Dealing 
H575137). This had the effect of vesting the absolute fee simple interest in the land in 
Council and revoked the dedication and the trust created by the dedication. 

Lot 374 has a total area of 1,695 square metres, and extends along Oliver Street north from 
the Lawrence Street intersection to a Council car park. The car park provides additional car 
parking for the Freshwater Village centre and is linked to Lawrence Street by a pedestrian 
path. The Literary Institute building is a single storey brick building, located on the street front 
at the southern end of the land (see Figure 4), and is a local heritage item under Warringah 
LEP 2000. It has a total footprint of 456 sqm and a total floor area of 415 sqm. The 
remainder of this land contains trees, and children’s play areas.  

Figure 4    Harbord Literary Institute 
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3 Other reserved Crown Lands. 

Lot A, DP 752038 is land dedicated for the purpose of car parking, managed by Warringah 
Council, and is included to provide management consistent with the contiguous lands. 

A further parcel of reserved Crown land is located to the north of Lot 2. The Queenscliff 
Guides (R 88044) Reserve Trust is charged with care control and management and Girl 
Guides Association (NSW) manages the affairs of the trust. Council understands that the Girl 
Guides Association intends to continue using this site. Council has not included this land in 
the plan, as it does not manage the site. 
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LEGISLATION AND POLICY  

What is Council’s role in managing the Land at Freshwater? 

Local Government Act 1993 - Community Land 

This Plan has been prepared to comply with the Local Government Act 1993 for community 
lands. 

All land owned by Council must be managed in accordance with the Local Government Act 
1993. The Act requires that councils must classify public land as “operational” or “community” 
and that plans of management must be prepared for Community Land. The ways in which 
Community Land can be used and managed are strictly governed in accordance with an 
adopted plan of management and any law permitting the use of the land for a specified 
purpose or otherwise regulating the use of the land. Appendix 2 provides detail on the 
principles of Community Land management, what dealings a council can have in Community 
Land and information regarding the granting of a lease or licence. Appendix 3 contains the 
Community Land Description Table. 

A number of parcels currently classified as Community Land are used as car park. The use 
for car parking is long established and some parcels were acquired specifically for that 
purpose. There is a perceived deficiency of car parking in the Freshwater town centre, with 
the proposed streetscape improvements of the Freshwater Village Revitalisation Master Plan 
reducing the on-street parking on Lawrence Street, and there are limited opportunities to 
provide alternative car parking. Council previously considered the reclassification of these 
lands to Operational but the reclassification was not pursued due to community opposition. 

The Local Government Act requires that all “community land” be categorised. A description 
of each category and the core objectives that relate to each category are provided in 
Appendix 3. A combination of categories may be used for the one parcel of land. 

Selection of community land category 

The Local Government Act 1993 directs the selection of community land categories by the 
‘best description’ of what is proposed. Where a more specific category best describes the 
intended use of an area, it should be used in preference to ‘General Community Use’. 

Plan of Management identifies the subject lands as having potential for a wide range of 
community uses, and as such, Council has adopted the General Community Use 
categorisation. The categorisation is shown in Figure 5. 

The Literary Institute and the ECHC buildings are identified under Warringah LEP 2000 as 
items of local heritage significance and the site could be classified as an Area of Cultural 
Significance. However, due to potential complications from part categorisation and the fact 
that the Areas of Cultural Significance categorisation does not adequately cater for the uses 
of the buildings, it is considered appropriate that the heritage values of these buildings be 
recognised within the General Community Use categorisation.  
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Crown Lands Act 1989 – Reserved Crown Land 

This plan of management has been prepared to comply with the Crown Lands Act 1989 for 
reserved Crown lands. 

Lands to which the Crown Lands Act 1989 applies are not subject to the classification 
requirements of the Local Government Act 1993 and therefore not categorised. Acceptable 
uses are determined by the public purpose nominated for the land. Warringah Council has, 
however, adopted the view that Crown lands will also be treated as categorised to provide 
consistent management within a plan of management. 

The Minister for Lands, under Section 112 (7), requires the following matters to be dealt with 
in a plan of management for Crown Lands: 

(a) The condition of the reserve (including the condition of any buildings or other 
improvements on the reserve)  

Council has included the Early Childhood Health Centre in its Heritage Register as 
having local significance. The building requires upgrading due to its age and increased 
demands and any changes would be subject to a heritage assessment. 

(b) The existing use of the reserve (including the existing use of any buildings or other 
improvements on the reserve), 

The section, Lands to which this Plan of Management applies, on page 2 covers these 
issues 

(c) The nature and scale of the proposed additional purpose, 

This plan authorises the construction of a building of a scale and design to comply with 
the Desired Future Character Statement (see Appendix 4) for the site and which 
respects the heritage values of the existing ECHC and Literary Institute buildings. 

(d) The nature, scale and term of any lease, licence or other arrangement that is intended 
to be granted or entered into in relation to the additional purpose, 

The nature and terms of any proposed leases is addressed in Section 6 and Table 3 of 
this plan. 

(e) Any submissions made in relation to the draft plan as a result of the consultation 
process and public exhibition requirements under section 113 

Previous submissions and consultation is outlined in Section 3 of this plan. 

Warringah LEP 2000 

The subject lands are located at the western end of the Freshwater village centre. The 
commercial centre is essentially a local shopping strip, and contains a mix of local retail, 
small-scale commercial office space, and local community facilities. The main focus of 
activity in the centre is along Lawrence Street. Within the shopping centre, existing buildings 
are generally 1, 2, or 3 storeys in height. A number of public and private car parks are 
accessed from Lawrence Street. 

Both Lawrence Street and Oliver Street are busy roads. Oliver Street provides an important 
north-south route, and Lawrence Street is the ‘main street’ within Freshwater village, carrying 
substantial volumes of both through traffic and vehicles accessing the shopping centre. 

The Warringah LEP 2000 establishes desired future character of the Freshwater Village as 
follows: 
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“The Freshwater Village will retain its retail character incorporating a mix of small retail 
and business uses with low-rise shop-top housing. A range of retailing and after-hours 
activities at street level will reinforce the character of the village.”  

Controls applying in the village centre area include a height restriction of three storeys (11 
metres) and a zero setback from the street to building frontages. 

Figure 1 shows the location of the community land that forms the Harbord Literary Institute 
and ECHC, and its relationship to surrounding land and uses within the Freshwater village. 

Section 94 planning and contributions 

The Warringah Section 94 Development Contributions Plan 2001 identifies the need for 
provision of additional childcare within the Freshwater area. These services were identified 
due to the age structure of the local community, which includes a relatively high proportion of 
young children and babies. The Contributions Plan allocates funding from previous section 
94 plans (from 1992 and 1997) for the construction of a new Occasional Care Centre with 
capacity for 20 children. 

The Section 94 Plan identifies the land to the north of the ECHC as the site for this facility. 
This land was dedicated for a Baby clinic in 1949. Detailed design studies have indicated that 
there are problems with constructing this proposal within the ECHC land to achieve the 
requirements of the Department of Community Services, and Council’s LEP 2000. This plan 
authorises the construction of a building of a scale and design to comply with the Desired 
Future Character Statement (see above) for the site and which respects the heritage values 
of the existing ECHC and Literary Institute buildings. 

Council has made a commitment to spend contributions collected for this purpose. However, 
to facilitate this development, Council must first prepare a Plan of Management for the land 
to provide a legal basis for future development and use. 

Roads Act 1993 - Road Reserves 

Road reserves are subject to and managed under the Roads Act 1993. The requirements of 
the Local Government Amendment (Community Land Management) Act 1998 do not apply. 
The plan refers to the unformed public road acquired by council 18.11.1977 (gazette) 
immediately adjacent the ECHC and lots 3 & 4 DP864459 acquired in 1996. Council intends 
to provide access to the Oliver Street car park from Lawrence Street via the laneway, and to 
improve the remaining areas of the road reserve for pedestrian amenity.  As such, for the 
sake of completeness, the area is included in the Plan of Management to indicate 
management intent. 



Figure 5  Categorisation of Lands in Plan of Management 

 
 

General Community Use 

Unformed Public Road 

Right of Way 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Selection of Community Land Category 

Council’s categorised the lands with directions in the Local Government Act to select the 
community land categories by the ‘best description’ of what is proposed. Where a more 
specific category best describes the intended use of an area, it should be used in preference 
to ‘General Community Use’. 

Council proposes that the lands identified in this Plan of Management are managed for a 
wide range of community uses and has adopted the General Community Use categorisation. 
The Literary Institute and the ECHC buildings are identified under Warringah LEP 2000 as 
items of local heritage significance and the site could be classified as an Area of Cultural 
Significance. However, due to potential complications from part categorisation and the fact 
that the Areas of Cultural Significance categorisation does not adequately cater for the uses 
of the buildings, it is considered appropriate that the heritage values of these buildings be 
recognised within the General Community Use categorisation. 
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PREPARING THIS PLAN OF MANAGEMENT 

The Planning Process 
Council prepared this Plan of Management using the guidelines set out in the handbook, 
“Succeeding with Plans of Management - A Guide to the Local Government Act and Crown 
Lands Act” (DLWC & Manidis Roberts, 1996). 

Community Consultation 
Warringah Council actively seeks the involvement of the community in all aspects of its 
planning and in the preparation of its plans of management in particular to ensure the plans 
address community desires, values and needs and to ensure they comply with the Local 
Government Act (1993). 

Council consulted the community during the preparation of the Plan in the following ways: 

• A workshop was held with current users of the buildings, stakeholders and other 
interest groups in the local community on 17 June 2002, which identified values and 
issues associated with the subject lands. 

• Letters sent to workshop participants and other people in the local community in July 
2003 advising that Council had engaged consultants to prepare a draft Plan of 
Management. This letter also invited further comment. 

• Preparation of a Community Issues Discussion Paper distributed to stakeholders and 
workshop participants, and on Council’s web site, Council libraries and Administration 
building. The Discussion Paper was advertised in the Manly Daily and a three-week 
period for comments was provided, concluding on 24 November 2003. Additional 
submissions and comments were accepted during the preparation of the Draft Plan of 
Management 

• Consultation with Council staff and Service Units, Department of Community Services, 
and Department of Crown Lands. 

• Meetings and discussions with interested individuals and users of the facility. 

• Receipt, recording and assessment of written submissions received during public 
exhibition of the Community Issues Discussion Paper. 

• Public exhibition of the draft Plan of Management for a period of at least 42 days  

• Receipt, recording and assessment of written submissions received during public 
exhibition of the draft Plan of Management 

• Redrafting of the draft plan of management to accommodate community submissions. 

The consultation process resulted in a clarification of the issues and values the local 
community holds for the lands and buildings and, coupled with more detailed concept plans 
for the proposed Occasional Care Centre, resulted in a significant re-evaluation of the 
proposal. The review process was able to draw together a number of disparate issues to 
develop a new proposal, which has been developed in consultation with key stakeholders, 
that responds to the findings of the community consultation. 

The Harbord Chamber of Commerce, in conjunction with Council, initiated a planning 
exercise aimed at improving amenity and functionality within the Freshwater Village. 
“Revitalise Freshwater Village” (Conybeare Morrison and Partners, February 2003) is an 
urban design and masterplan concept aimed at revitalising the public domain and guiding 
private and public developments. The Draft Masterplan, which aims to provide a consistent, 
coherent vision for the future development of the village, includes: 
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• Creation of new community focal spaces, to strengthen the sense of community. This 
includes improving the amenity of public spaces and connectivity within the village. 

• A 24-hour village, emphasising a mix of land uses including employment, retail, 
residential and recreational uses, and strategic initiatives aimed at maximising the 
community benefit of public buildings.  

• Regenerating the neighbourhood as a place to live, work, shop and socialise. 

• Reinforcing local character. 

• Adapting to change, in particular providing a framework for management of increasing 
development pressure. 

The open space behind the ECHC is identified in the Masterplan as a “Civic Square”. 

Council exhibited the Draft Freshwater Village Revitalisation Master Plan in 2006, inviting 
submissions from the community, and used these submissions, where they applied to the 
Community Lands, in the preparation of this Plan.  These works were subsequently included 
in Council’s Management Plan 2007-10. 

The proposal presented in this Plan of Management is based on: 

• Recognition of the broader social values and community uses of the Literary Institute 
and providing opportunities for community development; and 

• The need to provide an integrated overview of the future of the community lands in 
Freshwater as part of planning for Freshwater Village addressed in the Master Plan. 

This new proposal is outlined in the Executive Summary and discussed in more detail in 
Section 5.2. 

The community values are detailed in Section 4.3. 
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BASIS FOR MANAGEMENT 

Council’s Management Goals 
Warringah Council recognises the need to plan ahead and provide management frameworks 
to meet the challenges of today and the future. Council's Living Warringah In Focus outlines 
Council's visions and mission statement. Warringah Council's Vision statement is: 

"Warringah - A vibrant community, improving our quality of life by living and working in 
balance with our special bush and beach environment." 

This Plan of Management is a mechanism to apply Council’s vision to the management of 
the community lands to which the Plan relates. The Plan of Management fundamentally aims 
to ensure that the lands are managed in a way that allows them to contribute to quality of life 
for Warringah residents and visitors. 

Council’s Principles for Community Land Management 
Council manages Community Land to create a safe and healthy living environment, thereby 
influencing the quality of life of residents and visitors to Warringah. The following principles 
have been developed to guide Council and the community in the management of Community 
Land: 

• To ensure Warringah’s community has an opportunity to be involved in the planning 
and management of public open space; 

• To plan, maintain and enhance a diversity of recreational public open space 
opportunities; 

• To plan and maintain a hierarchy of quality, multi-use community facilities; 

• To conserve and enhance the natural environment and rehabilitate degraded areas of 
public open space; 

• To recognise the importance of culture and heritage; 

• To ensure a high standard of risk management in the provision, maintenance and 
management of public open space and facilities; and 

• To apply the above principles in an economically responsible manner. 

Requirements of a Plan of Management for a Crown reserve 
This Plan of Management has been prepared according to the requirements of the Crown 
Lands Act 1989. A Plan of Management will satisfy the Crown Lands Act 1989 if the following 
points are addressed: 

• The Plan of Management is prepared by the Reserve Trust (Section 112) or by a 
direction from the Minister for Lands.  

• Objects of Act (Section.10)  

• The Plan of Management and its outcomes must incorporate and satisfy the principles 
of Crown land management (Section 11). 

• The Plan of Management must address any matters required by the Minister 
responsible for the Crown Lands (Section 112).  

• The Minister has the power to reserve land for a public purpose. In preparing a plan of 
management for a Crown reserve it is essential that the public purpose of the reserve 
be identified and used as a basis for planning and management. Any proposed uses, 
developments and management practices must conform to the public purpose for the 
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reserve or dedicated land, and conform to particular policies of the Department of 
Lands regarding Crown reserves (Section 87). 

The Objects of the Crown Lands Act 1989, listed in Section 10, are to ensure Crown land is 
managed for the benefit of the people of NSW.  

The Department of Land’s management philosophy directly relates to the principles of Crown 
lands management listed in Section 11 of the Crown Lands Act 1989. These principles affect 
all aspects of the Department’s activities including preparing of plans of management. The 
principles are that: 

Management Principles How this plan is consistent with principles 
(a) Environmental protection principles be 

observed in relation to the management 
and administration of Crown Land  

The development will include energy and water 
savings measures, and appropriate public health and 
safety by design elements will be included. 

(b) that the natural resources of Crown land 
(including water, soil, flora, fauna and 
scenic quality) be conserved wherever 
possible 

The site is a totally altered urban landscape and the 
protection, enhancement and conservation of all 
natural values relating to open space and plantings 
underpin the POM 

(c) that public use and enjoyment of 
appropriate Crown land be encouraged, 

The proposals are intended to increase public 
amenity of the site 

(d) that, where appropriate, multiple use of 
Crown land be encouraged 

All user agreements will be based on licences to 
provide multiple use of the site 

(e) that, where appropriate, Crown land should 
be used and managed in such a way that 
both the land and its resources are 
sustained in perpetuity 

The heritage values of the existing buildings will be 
protected. 

(f) that Crown land be occupied, used, sold, 
leased, licensed or otherwise dealt with in 
the best interests of the State consistent 
with the above principles. 

The plan recognises a range of community values for 
the site (see below) and these are the basis for the 
plan.  

 
Proceeds – Section s.106 of Crown Lands Act 1989  

Proceeds generated on the reserve by trust lease or licence must be spent within the 
reserve. The reserve trust manager must separately account for all proceeds from activities 
on the reserve. The Minister (and the community) may request such information at any time. 

Community Values 
The Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC Plan of Management takes a values-based 
approach to land use planning and management. This approach allows the key values, role 
and purpose to be identified so that these assets may be protected and enhanced. “Values” 
can simply be described as “what is important about a place” (DLWC & Manidis Roberts, 
1996).   

The values identified by the community for the Literary Institute and ECHC are outlined in 
Table 1. The values reflect the importance of the sites to the local community, but also that 
current uses serve a wider population base than just the immediate population of Freshwater 
Village. The values also reflect the historic importance of the buildings, and the potential for 
use of part of the lands as passive open space. The range of issues encompassed by the 
values in Table 1 is indicative of the importance of retaining these lands for community use, 
and ensuring that, while current uses are retained and enhanced, opportunities are provided 
for broadening use by the community. 
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Table 1 Level of Significance for each value identified 

VALUES LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
 Local District Regional 
Community services    
Recreation/Social    
Education    
Visual/Aesthetic    
Heritage    
Open space    

 
Issues and desired outcomes 

Community services 

The community has identified as highly important several of the current uses of the lands and 
buildings. Services provided by the Harbord Kindergarten, ECHC and the community library 
were generally recognised through consultations as being important to local residents. The 
Harbord Chamber of Commerce also recognises the importance of retaining these 
community-based services for the good of Freshwater village as a whole. 

Social/Cultural 

The Literary Institute building is hired out on an informal basis for a range of uses, including 
school discos, community group meetings and other social functions. There are also several 
regular users of the hall for fitness classes and the like. The Literary Institute, as a multi-
purpose facility, plays an important role in the local community as a gathering, meeting and 
activity space. 

Education 

The ECHC and Harbord Kindergarten, other users of the hall, along with the library, 
contribute to the education of the community. The educational services offered by the 
facilities are important in the local context because they are highly accessible, and directly 
serve the needs of the local population. 

Visual/Aesthetic 

The Literary Institute and ECHC buildings contribute to the visual character of Freshwater 
village. The buildings are seen by many who made submissions as an important element 
within the village area as a visual reminder of the historic development of Freshwater. For 
many older residents, the buildings form a reminder of their time growing up in the local area, 
and in this way contributes to the visual character and amenity of Freshwater. 

Heritage 

The buildings are both identified as items of local heritage significance under Warringah LEP 
2000. The community has also recognised the historic significance of the buildings to the 
Freshwater area. The continuation of the library within the Literary Institute has been 
identified as an important link to the history of the area, because the Literary Institute 
originated from the initiatives of the local community, and has continued as a community run 
service for most of the last century. The ECHC was originally a fire station, and has some 
historic significance as one of the original public buildings in the area. 
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Open space 

Several submissions identified the potential for development and improvements to the lawn 
area behind the ECHC. The location of this space adjacent to a public car park and 
pedestrian thoroughfare provides good accessibility from the village and surrounding 
residential areas although is not visible from the adjoining streets and is poorly integrated 
with the village.  

 

Action Plan 
This section of the Plan of Management outlines the direction for the management of the 
Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC, and adjacent community lands and has the following 
objectives: 

• To formulate management strategies (desired outcomes); 

• To ensure consistency with core objectives for the Community Land category; 

• To develop means of achievement (Management Actions); 

• To provide means of assessment (of the Actions); and 

• To assign priorities for each of the Actions. 

The desired outcome of this Plan of Management is for the values of the area to be 
protected, upheld and enhanced with no deterioration in the community’s values and 
satisfaction levels in relation to the Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC. 

Proposed developments 
The proposed development and works to be undertaken in accordance with this Plan of 
Management on the subject lands are described in the Actions Table overleaf. They are an 
indication of the likely form and scale of development and works, and are subject to more 
detailed planning and design. Works are to be generally consistent with the specifications of 
this Plan of Management. 

The proposed Occasional Care Centre provides accommodation for twenty children (0-3 
years old) and shared community uses. 

Council’s original proposal located the new building entirely on the ECHC site but 
investigations showed that this proposal could not achieve the requirements of the 
Department of Community Services and Council’s LEP 2000. The current proposal, by 
treating the ECHC and Literary Institute sites as a single entity, attempts to optimise the 
development potential without impacting on the extent and quality of the play space currently 
available. Any use of the Literary Institute playspace area would be compensated by use of 
the land behind the ECHC. 

Council’s preferred option is to utilise the space between the Literary Institute and ECHC 
buildings (building over the property boundary) and incorporating the opportunity to upgrade 
the Literary Institute building and providing an addition sensitive to the heritage values of the 
site. This option would have minimal impact on existing play space and could provide 
additional opportunities within the new development, but may exceed available funds. For 
this reason Council needs to retain an option of developing a building to the north of the 
Literary Institute site, providing alternative playspace on the ECHC land. 

In seeking to develop the proposed building Council will consult with, and involve, existing 
stakeholders and the community to ensure that their needs are fully considered and taken 
into account. 
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Council recognises that the current use and management of the Oliver Street carpark needs 
to be improved for function and safety. These works will be accorded a high priority. The 
proposed road, one-way south to north, linking the Lawrence Street and Oliver Street 
carparks will be undertaken as part of these works. 

Implementation 
Actions within the Plan of Management are to be assessed annually for inclusion in Council’s 
Management Plan and considered for revision after five to seven years. Each of the 
management Actions have been given a priority within the context of this plan, and that will 
be addressed on an organisational basis through annual budget and management planning. 

It should be recognised that the commencement and completion of the Management Actions 
are dependent on available Council resources and funding. As such projects and Actions 
identified in this Plan of Management must be assessed against the other priorities of 
Council. Commitment to implementing particular actions is given once these actions appear 
in Council’s Management Plan and related annual corporate planning documents (such as 
the Capital Expenditure Program). 

Council will continue to inform residents on the progress of development and management of 
the Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC in accordance with the Action Plan. This will occur 
via a number of key mechanisms including: 

• Updates within ‘Council News’ Section of the Manly Daily; 

• Information on Council’s web page; 

• Regular updates to Centre management; and 

• Council’s Management Plan and Annual Report. 

Actions Table 
The parcels included within the Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC Plan of Management 
have been categorised in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993. The Local 
Government Act describes a set of core objectives for each category and it is a requirement 
under the Act that a Plan of Management describes how it will achieve each of the core 
objectives. The Actions Table overleaf has been developed to address the objectives of the 
‘General Community Use’ category. 

The core objectives for management of Community Land categorised as general community 
use are to promote, encourage and provide for the use of the land, and to provide facilities 
on the land, to meet the current and future needs of the local community and of the wider 
public: 

• in relation to public recreation and the physical, cultural, social and intellectual welfare 
or development of individual members of the public, and 

• in relation to purposes for which a lease, licence or other estate may be granted in 
respect of the land (other than the provision of public utilities and works associated with 
or ancillary to public utilities). 
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Table 2 Actions Table for Harbord Literary Institute and ECHC Plan of Management 
 

Performance Target 
(strategies) 

Means of Achievement 
(Management Actions) 

Means of 
Assessment 
(of the Actions) 

Priority Responsibility 

1. Improved 
community use of 
Literary Institute 
building 

Investigate options to improve community use of Literary Institute 
building and upgrade to comply with relevant building standards 
where possible, taking into account provision of facilities on the 
whole site and the need to protect the heritage values of the 
building. 

Improved 
accessibility and use 
by community 
groups 

High Community and 
Safety Services 
(CSS) 

 Investigate the need for additional drainage works and damp 
proofing to improve the useability of storage space within the 
Literary Institute building, in particular under-stage storage at the 
rear of the building. 

Investigations and 
necessary works 
completed 

High Facilities (F) and 
CSS 

2. Provide childcare, 
health and other 
community services 
to meet the needs of 
the local population 

Retain ECHC and upgrade in accord with heritage assessment. 
Investigate integration with other community activities and functions 
of the sites to promote community health and the provision of 
health services to children 

Improved provision 
of health care to 
community 

Medium CSS/Property 

3. New Occasional 
Child Care and/or 
Community Centre 

Investigate the location and design of a new building and play 
space, making best use of the lands available on the Literary 
Institute and ECHC sites, suitable for a 20-place Occasional Care 
Centre for children 0-3 years, and/or additional facilities for 
childcare and community uses. 

Building completed Medium CSS/F 

 Accessible toilet provided in new building in compliance with BCA 
and DDA. 

Construction 
completed 

Medium F/CSS 

 All new development and significant redevelopment of buildings to 
consider and report the conservation of water and energy in the 
design process and use of materials. 

New facilities that 
include water and 
energy conservation 
features. Reports of 
assessments to 
provide information 

High F/CSS 
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Performance Target 
(strategies) 

Means of Achievement 
(Management Actions) 

Means of 
Assessment 
(of the Actions) 

Priority Responsibility 

for future designs 
Reconstruction of the Oliver Street car park entry/exit to improve 
pedestrian access and safety with formal crossing point at the rear 
of Lot 374. 

Construction 
completed 

High F/CSS 

Ensure pavement marking clearly indicates pedestrian crossing 
location and is maintained 

Construction 
completed 

Ongoing F/CSS 

Construct footpaths, fencing and pedestrian crossing at car park 
entry/exit. 

Construction 
completed 

High F/CSS 

4. Car parks managed 
to improve safety 
and amenity 

Provide car parking for people with a disability. Dedicated parking 
provided. 

High F/CSS 

Construct new roadway to link existing car parks as required. 
Works will include pedestrian safety measures and accessibility. 

Construction 
completed 

High F/CSS 5. Improved vehicle 
access and parking 
for Freshwater. Existing fence along eastern boundary of Guides land to be 

relocated to boundary of link road as part of link road construction 
and associated pedestrian improvements.   

Fence relocated  
High 

F/CSS 

6. Upgraded 
pedestrian amenity. 

Provide adequate lighting along laneway to improve safety after 
hours. 

Construction 
completed 

High F/CSS 

 Portion of dedicated roadway retained for pedestrian access and 
upgraded to improve safety in conjunction with other link road and 
pedestrian works. 

Construction 
completed 

High F/CSS 

7. General     
• Improve the 

useability and 
safety of public 
amenities and 
open space 
within the lands, 
subject to 

Public amenities and open space on ECHC upgraded and 
appropriate open space amenities provided as part of identified 
need and on a priority basis 

Works completed Medium F/CSS 

- 20 -  
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Performance Target 
(strategies) 

Means of Achievement 
(Management Actions) 

Means of 
Assessment 
(of the Actions) 

Priority Responsibility 

funding. 

• Clarify and 
formalise all 
current uses. 

Ensure that all current users enter into valid licence/user 
agreement as appropriate. 

All uses legalised High CSS/Property 

• Provide a 
framework for 
effective 
management of 
multiple use 
facilities. 

Prepare management guidelines for the Literary Institute building 
and any new building to provide an effective structure for multiple 
use of the facilities, including: 
Procedures for notification of hiring and requirements for equipment 
pack-away for the Kindergarten. 
Measures to address OH&S issues associated with storage space. 

Agreed 
management 
guidelines and any 
relevant licences 
made. 

High CSS 

 Provide secure storage for users within the building. Incorporate in 
design brief and 
constructed. 

Medium F/CSS 
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Leases, Licences and Other Estates 

Community Lands  
In accordance with Section 46A of the Local Government Act 1993 a plan of management is 
to specify in relation to Community Land any purpose for which a lease, licence or other 
estate may be granted. This section of the Plan of Management describes the leases, 
licences and other estates permitted on the land covered by this Plan. 

The Local Government Act requires Council to consider what activities may require granting 
of a lease, licence or other estate during the life span of a plan of management. These 
activities may be short or long term and the authorisation is intended to allow occasional 
events and to promote the multiple uses of community facilities and resources. The 
authorisation allows for the consideration, and granting if appropriate, of the prescribed 
activity. Development must also be in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and 
the Warringah Local Environment Plan 2000. The following section provides information 
regarding existing lease and licences, restrictions to activities and authorisations of licences 
and other estates considered appropriate for the land covered by this Plan. 

Crown lands 
Section 102 and 102A of the Crown Lands Act 1989 authorises a reserve trust to enter into 
leases and licences for reserves under their management, subject to Ministerial consent in 
most cases. Such leases and licences must be in accord with any dedication or purpose that 
applies to the land. 

Under Section 122 of the Crown Lands Act 1989 reserve trusts must report on activities on 
the reserve, as detailed in Clause 33 of the Crown Lands regulation, and maintain financial 
records. 

Existing leases and licences or other estates. 
Council has no record of valid current leases or licences for either the Harbord Literary 
Institute or the ECHC.  

Northern Sydney Health has operated the Early Childhood Health Centre for some time but 
the current arrangements have not been formalised. 

The Harbord Kindergarten currently operates out of the Harbord Literary Institute under an 
annual use agreement and this use needs to be regularised. 
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1.1  

Table 3 Licences & Other Estates Authorised for the lands included in the Harbord 
Literary Institute and Early Childhood Health Centre Plan of Management 

PURPOSE OF LICENCE OR OTHER 
ESTATE 

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS OF 
LICENCES OR OTHER ESTATES 

This Plan of Management expressly 
authorises the granting of a lease, licence or 
other estate for the purpose of child health, 
occasional care, and other community uses. 
This authorisation may include activities such 
as: 
• Childcare centre 

• Health care services 

• Kindergartens 

• Infant welfare centre 

• Maternity welfare centre 

• Family day-care centres 

• Senior citizens facilities 

• Community meetings 

• Health and fitness classes 

• Recreational activities 

• Not for profit fundraising 

• Concerts, plays and other 
performances 

• Markets 

• Café/food provision 

 

Nil 
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Appendix 1 How does this Plan relate to other Strategic Documents? 
In accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993, Warringah Council 
has adopted a coordinated approach to planning. This involves development of a number of 
linked strategic documents under the guidance of the Warringah PLAN 2002-2005. This Plan 
of Management highlights Council’s commitment to protecting Warringah’s identity, high 
quality of life and enhancement of natural environmental, aesthetic, cultural, heritage and 
recreational values. Table A: Warringah’s Strategic Planning Documents, illustrates the 
framework for planning and this Plan’s relationship to other strategic documents that share 
the same guiding principles. 
 
1.1 Table A1 Warringah Council’s Strategic Planning Documents Flow Chart 

 Warringah Strategic Plan  
    

 Warringah Management Plan  
       

Strategic Plans for Service Areas 

Local 
Environment 
Plan 

Environmental 
Strategy 

Recreation 
Strategy 

Social 
Plan 

Cultural 
and 
Heritage 
Strategy 

SAFE 
Warringah 
Strategy 

Other 
Strategic 
Document
s 

       

Specific Area/Need Planning 

Warringah 
Bike Plan 

Strategic 
Assets 
Planning 

Youth 
Strategy 

Aged 
Strategy 

Generic 
Plans of 
Management 

Specific Area 
Plans of 
Management 

All other 
Area/Need 
Plans 

       

Operational Planning 
Operational 
Plans and 
Management 
Procedures 

Estuary and 
flood plain 
management 
plans 

Asset 
Management 
Plans 

Capital 
Works 
Program 

Implementation 
of S94 

Events 
and 
Programs 

All other 
Policies 
& Plans 

 
Strategic documents used in the preparation of this Plan 
The following Council documents have been used to assist and guide the strategic outcomes 
of this Plan, ensuring consistency in values, principles and policies: 
• Living Warringah In focus (2005); 

• Local Environment Plan 2000; 

• Section 94A Contributions Plan; 

• Cultural Plan 2007; 

• Environmental Strategy 2001. 
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Other Relevant Legislation and Policies 
The Plan must also be in accordance with the provisions contained within relevant legislation 
and policy guidelines, including but not limited to the following: 

• Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (1979); 

• Heritage Act (1997); 

• Disability Discrimination Act (1992). 

 

 
.
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Appendix 2 Legislative and statutory requirements 
This Plan of Management is for both Community Land and Crown Land. The Plan of 
Management must satisfy the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993 and the 
Crown Lands Act 1989. 
 
What are the principles of Community Land Management? 
Under legislative requirements of the Local Government Act 1993, section 36 (a) – (n), 
councils must prepare and adopt plans of management for all Community Land.  A Plan may 
apply to one or more areas of Community Land, providing all the Act’s requirements are 
fulfilled. 

The Act states that the Plan must identify the following: 

• The category of the land; 

• The objectives and performance targets of the plan with respect to the land; 

• The means by which Council proposes to achieve the plan’s objectives and 
performance targets; 

• The manner in which Council proposes to assess its performance with respect to the 
plan’s objectives and performance targets. 

As this is a Specific Area Plan of Management that applies to just one area of Community 
Land it must also: 

• Include a description of the condition of the land, and of any buildings or other 
improvements on the land, as at the date of adoption of the plan of management; 

• Include a description of the use of the land and any such buildings or improvements as 
at the date of adoption of the plan; 

• Specify the purposes for which the land, and any such buildings or improvements, will 
be permitted to be used; 

• Specify the purposes for which any further development of the land will be permitted, 
whether under lease or licence or otherwise; and 

• Describe the scale and intensity of any such permitted use or development. 

 
What Dealings Can a Council Have in Community Land? 
• Council has no power to sell, exchange or otherwise dispose of Community Land, 

except for the purpose of enabling that land to become, or to be added to, a Crown 
Reserve or land reserved or dedicated under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974; 

• Council may grant a lease or licence on Community Land, but only in accordance with 
the Local Government Act 1993; 

• A Council may grant any other estate in Community Land to the extent permitted by the 
Local Government Act 1993. 

 
Leases or Licences on Community Land 
Granting a Lease or Licence on Community Land 
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Leases and licences are a method of formalising the use of Community Land and facilities.  
Leases or licences can be held by groups such as sporting clubs and schools, by commercial 
organisations or individuals providing facilities and/or services for public use. 

The Local Government Act 1993 allows Council to grant leases or licences over all or part of 
Community Land. The use of land under a lease or licence must be compatible with the 
Local Environment Plan or Council requirements and provide benefits and services or 
facilities for the users of the land.  Terms and conditions of a lease should reflect the 
interests of Council and the public and ensure proper management and maintenance. 

Conditions of Granting a Lease or Licence 

The following conditions must be met when granting a lease or licence over Community 
Land: 

• The lease or licence must not be granted for a period exceeding 21 years; 

• A lease or licence for a period greater than five years may only be granted by tender, 
unless it is granted to a non-profit organisation; and 

• The Plan of Management must expressly authorise a lease or licence. 

Generally, for agreements longer than 5 years Council must: 

• Give public notice of the proposal; 

• Exhibit notice of the proposal on the land to which the proposal relates; 

• Give notice of the proposal to such persons who appear to own or occupy land 
adjoining the Community Land; and 

• Give notice of the proposal to any other person (owner or occupier of land in the vicinity 
of the Community Land), if in the opinion of the Council the subject to the proposal is 
likely to form the primary focus of the person’s enjoyment of Community Land. 

 
What are Community Land “Categories”? 
Community Land must be categorised in accordance with the Local Government Amendment 
(Community Land Management) Act 1998. A category describes the land and each category 
has a set of core objectives. A description of each category is listed below, as are the core 
objectives. All current and intended uses of the land must comply with the category assigned 
to that area of land. 

General Community Use 

Land should be categorised as general community use if the land: 

“…may be made available for use for any purpose for which Community Land may be 
used, whether by the public at large or by specific sections of the public; and 

is not required to be categorised as a natural area, or does not satisfy the guidelines for 
categorisation as a sportsground, a park or an area of cultural significance.” 

 

Core Objectives of Community Land 

36H Core objectives for management of Community Land categorised as an 
area of cultural significance 
(1) The core objectives for management of Community Land categorised as an area of 

cultural significance are to retain and enhance the cultural significance of the area 
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(namely its Aboriginal, aesthetic, archaeological, historical, technical or research or 
social significance) for past, present or future generations by the active use of 
conservation methods. 

(2) Those conservation methods may include any or all of the following methods: 

(a) The continuous protective care and maintenance of the physical material of the 
land or of the context and setting of the area of cultural significance, 

(b) the restoration of the land, that is, the returning of the existing physical material of 
the land to a known earlier state by removing accretions or by reassembling 
existing components without the introduction of new material, 

(c) the reconstruction of the land, that is, the returning of the land as nearly as 
possible to a known earlier state, 

(d) the adaptive reuse of the land, that is, the enhancement or reinforcement of the 
cultural significance of the land by the introduction of sympathetic alterations or 
additions to allow compatible uses (that is, uses that involve no changes to the 
cultural significance of the physical material of the area, or uses that involve 
changes that are substantially reversible or changes that require a minimum 
impact), 

(e) the preservation of the land, that is, the maintenance of the physical material of 
the land in its existing state and the retardation of deterioration of the land. 

(3) A reference in subsection (2) to land includes a reference to any buildings erected on 
the land. 

 
36I Core objectives for management of Community Land categorised as 
general community use 
The core objectives for management of Community Land categorised as general community 
use are to promote, encourage and provide for the use of the land, and to provide facilities 
on the land, to meet the current and future needs of the local community and of the wider 
public: 

(a) in relation to public recreation and the physical, cultural, social and intellectual welfare 
or development of individual members of the public, and 

(b) in relation to purposes for which a lease, licence or other estate may be granted in 
respect of the land (other than the provision of public utilities and works associated with 
or ancillary to public utilities). 

 

What are the principles of Crown Land Management? 
The general principles of Crown Land management are addressed in Chapter 4. In addition, 
where an “additional purpose” is proposed as for the Early Childhood Health Centre, the Plan 
needs to address the requirements of Section 112(7). The additional purpose is sought for 
Lot 2 DP 864459 which was dedicated for a Baby Clinic and Council proposes a broader 
range of community services for this site. The Act, where an additional purpose is proposed, 
requires: 



Section 112(7) Response 

(a)  the condition of the reserve 
(including the condition of any buildings 
or other improvements on the reserve), 

This parcel has a total area of 702 square metres. 
The site includes the Harbord Early Childhood 
Health Centre (ECHC), a single storey brick 
building that was originally constructed as a fire 
station and is a local heritage item under 
Warringah LEP 2000. The building is located close 
to the front (southern) boundary of the land and 
has a footprint of approximately 170 square 
metres. Public toilets are located at the rear of the 
building and are accessible externally from the 
laneway to the east of the land. An unfenced rear 
yard contains a large tree near the western 
boundary and an open lawn area. 

The toilets are in need of refurbishment and the 
main building is generally in good condition with 
priority works being non-structural. 

(b)  the existing use of the reserve 
(including the existing use of any 
buildings or other improvements on the 
reserve), 

The building is used as an Early Childhood Health 
Centre and the rest of the reserve is used as 
informal public open space. 

(c)  the nature and scale of the 
proposed additional purpose 

The proposed building will used for community 
purposes and of a scale and design to complement 
the heritage buildings. 

(d)  the nature, scale and term of any 
lease, licence or other arrangement 
that is intended to be granted or 
entered into in relation to the additional 
purpose 

Leases and licences will be as described in 
Chapter 6 and will provide for a range of 
community purposes. 

(e)  any submissions made in relation 
to the draft plan as a result of the 
consultation process and public 
exhibition requirements under section 
113. 

All submissions to both the plan of management 
and the separate Freshwater Village Master Plan 
consultation have been considered in the 
preparation of the Plan of Management. 
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APPENDIX 3 Community and Crown lands description table 
 

Reg. 
No. 

Lot 
No. DP No. Owner 

Community 
Land 

Category 
Use/ Facilities on land Street Address Area 

(m2) 

73/56 2  864459 
State of NSW 
Dedicated for 
Baby Clinic 

[GCU] Harbord ECHC L2 Lawrence Street, Freshwater 702 

73/36 374 752038 Warringah 
Council GCU Harbord Literary Institute L 374 Lawrence Street, Freshwater 1,695 

73/32A 2 517620 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park Oliver Street, Freshwater 923.1 

73/58 3 864459 
Warringah 

Council GCU Dedicated as public road 1998 Pedestrian access, off Lawrence Street, 
Freshwater 43.6 

73/57 4 864459 
Warringah 

Council GCU Dedicated as public road 1998 Pedestrian access, off Lawrence Street, 
Freshwater 12.6 

73/32F 1 580780 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park L2 Oliver Street, Freshwater 53 

73/32B 1 581226 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park L2 Oliver Street, Freshwater 93 

73/32C 1 539445 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park L2 Oliver Street, Freshwater 145 

73/32D 1 539444 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park L2 Oliver Street, Freshwater 145 

73/32E A 752038 
State of NSW 

Reserved for car 
park 

[GCU] Car park Oliver Street, Freshwater 120 

73/34A Public Road Warringah 
Council  Gazetted as public road 1977 Lane, Lawrence Street, Freshwater  

73/35 201 579893 Warringah 
Council GCU Car park L 201 Lawrence Street, Freshwater 672 
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APPENDIX 4 Future Character of Freshwater Village 
LOCALITY H2 FRESHWATER VILLAGE 

DESIRED FUTURE CHARACTER 

The Freshwater Village will retain its retail character incorporating a mix of small retail and 
business uses with low-rise shop-top housing. A range of retailing and after-hours activities at 
street level will reinforce the character of the village. 

Future development will maintain the continuity of existing building facades ensuring that they are 
broken into distinct vertical segments reflecting the traditional pattern of shopfront development. 
The design and treatment of buildings will also reflect the exposed nature of the locality 
incorporating continuous footpath awnings and creating a pedestrian environment which is safe, 
comfortable and interesting. 

Commercial use of part of the footpath for outdoor eating is appropriate. 

The ground floor of buildings will be predominantly used for business purposes while upper floors 
may be used for housing. Building design will enable the first floor to be adapted for business use 
in the future. 

Buildings greater than 2 storeys in height are to be designed so that the massing is substantially 
reduced on the top floor thereby reducing the visual bulk of the development and enabling views 
between buildings. 

Development that adjoins residential land is not to reduce the amenity enjoyed by adjoining 
occupants. In this regard the built form of development in the village is to provide a transition to 
adjacent residential development, including reasonable setbacks from side and rear boundaries, 
particularly above the ground floor level. 

Category Two 

Development for the purpose of the following: 

• child care centres 

• community facilities 

• entertainment facilities 

• further education 

• hotels 

• housing for older people or people with disabilities (not on ground floor) 

• places of worship 

• recreation facilities 

• registered clubs 

• short term accommodation 

• veterinary hospitals 

• other buildings, works, places or land uses that are not prohibited or in Category 1 or 3. 

PROHIBITED DEVELOPMENT 

Development for the purpose of the following is prohibited within this 

locality: 

• brothels 

• extractive industries 
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• heliports 

• potentially hazardous industries 

• potentially offensive industries 

• vehicle body repair workshops 

Canal estate development is also prohibited within this locality. 

BUILT FORM 

1 Building height 

Buildings are neither to exceed 3 storeys nor 11 metres. 

Buildings must comply with both the maximum height measured in storeys and the maximum 
height measured in metres. 

To measure the height of a building: 

• the maximum height in metres is the distance measured vertically between the topmost point 
of the building (not being a vent or chimney or the like) and the natural ground level below, 

• a storey is the space between two floors, or the space between any floor and its ceiling or 
roof above, 

• foundation spaces, garages, workshops, store rooms and the like which do not project more 
than 1 metre above natural ground level (at any point) are not counted as storeys, 

• the number of storeys is the maximum number of storeys which may be intersected by the 
same vertical line, not being a line which passes through any wall of the building. 

2 Front building setback 

Development is to maintain a minimum front building setback. The ground floor of buildings must 
be aligned on the street frontage. 

The minimum front building setback to any third storey is 5 metres. 

Attached elements such as pergolas, sun control awnings and balcony balustrades, which are 
composed of substantially transparent structures, may encroach within the minimum front building 
setback area. 

3 Footpath awnings 

Footpath awnings must be incorporated into the design of buildings to provide shelter to 
pedestrians and help reinforce the human scale of the Freshwater Centre. 
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